
Hi Folks!  
 
As you will notice, there are two of us applying for this application. You might ask, why are two 
people applying for a single scholarship? First, we want to make it clear that while two of us are 
proposing this ride, we do not expect two scholarships! Between the two of us and one 
scholarship, we have enough gear and supplies to support a collaborative trip. We are 
proposing a big project and ride that we believe requires two women to carry out. To 
summarize, we are applying together for the following reasons: 
 

1. The only thing cooler than one woman riding across Alaska by herself is two best friends 
riding across Alaska together!  

2. This past summer Brooke rode her bike 1,500 miles around the Colorado Plateau 
collecting stories from locals about the impacts of climate change and environmental 
injustices on their lives. Kailey came for 500 miles, and it was definitely the most fun 500 
miles.  

3. We are proposing a ride that combines bike packing and story-listening. On Brooke’s last 
bike tour, she interviewed 28 people. On our ride through Alaska, we hope to listen to 
around 20 stories about climate change, land rights, and environmental injustice in 
Alaska and share the stories through writing, videos, and photos to inspire people to 
take action, both through riding their bike and acting for climate justice. The work 
required to reach out to locals and keep up with the logistics of a bike tour is really a two 
person job.  

4. We want to make bike touring/packing seem more accessible! In the past we have 
recorded videos and written stories in an attempt to shed light on biking as a sport for all 
types of people. Kailey does this by writing and recording funny videos about the 
experience of being fat while riding fatish bikes. We both hope to continue this type of 
work on every tour we take.  

 
Name: Brooke Larsen & Kailey Kornhauser  
Age: Both 25 
Hometown: Salt Lake City, Utah  
Email: jbrookelarsen@gmail.com Kailey.kornhauser@gmail.com 
Website, Instagram, blog:  
https://www.layersexposed.org/  
Upcoming blog: ShortStoriesLongRides.com  
Instagram: Jbrookelarsen, Kornhausersauce, uplift_climate 
 
Samples of Kailey’s writing and video:  
Scenic Value Assessment  
Body Positive Bike 
Short Video about a Long Ride 
 
Samples of Brooke’s writing:  

mailto:jbrookelarsen@gmail.com
https://www.layersexposed.org/
https://www.torreyhouse.org/single-post/2017/11/21/Scenic-Value-Assessment
https://brinewaves.com/2018/03/16/body-positive-bike/
https://vimeo.com/260578770


Short Stories About A Long Bike Ride 
What Are We Fighting For? 
We Stand With Bears Ears and Grand Staircase for the Long Haul 
An Invitation  
 
Why are you interested in this scholarship? 

As mentioned previously, this past summer Brooke complete a tour around the Colorado 
Plateau during which she collected stories from local people about their experiences with 
climate change. She turned those stories into an upcoming book that addresses climate justice 
on the Colorado Plateau. Kailey thought that project was so cool that she went along for the ride 
(comedic support). Both Brooke and Kailey want to continue with this story listening and sharing 
project. Alaska is the obvious next step in this work.  
 
While the Colorado Plateau faces drought and heat waves in a changing climate, Alaska’s 
issues of sea level rise and ice melt provide a different set of challenges. In both regions, 
extractive industries have already forced indigenous peoples off of their lands and caused 
immediate environmental destruction by way of oil spills and pipeline leaks. By biking through 
Alaska, a region of the world that has experienced environmental destruction and is already 
seeing the negative impacts of climate change, we will witness the landscape on a slow, human 
scale and learn from the stories of people who call the place home.  
 
Beyond the significance of Alaska in the larger climate justice conversation, we both feel we 
have a lot to learn from the wild and remoteness of the state. We have bike-packed and toured 
and sweated up the steep hills of Salt Lake City on our daily commutes, but we haven’t done a 
long ride with the challenges and exciting opportunities that Alaska presents. We feel this 
opportunity will push our skills to the next level, giving us experience planning for long days with 
little to no services among wildlife, big terrain, and a climate quite different from the Southwest. 
In the past, we have had easy support in case our plans don’t turn out. We are confident that we 
have the preparation required to take on a fully unsupported tour without the comforts of quickly 
accessible support.  
 
The Route: 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Seward,+AK+99664/Fairbanks,+AK/Prudhoe+Bay,+AK/@64.
9125487,-158.2853299,5z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m20!4m19!1m5!1m1!1s0x56c79b6ef22affc5:0x5be1
60c236d211bf!2m2!1d-149.4422222!2d60.1041667!1m5!1m1!1s0x5132454f67fd65a9:0xb3d80
5e009fef73a!2m2!1d-147.7163888!2d64.8377778!1m5!1m1!1s0x5120759875720bb9:0x9b76ef
e3a7385345!2m2!1d-148.3384293!2d70.2556453!3e1?hl=en  
 
Our route will hopefully begin in Valdez, Alaska where we will interview locals who witnessed 
the Valdez oil spill. From there we will take a ferry to Homer/Seward where we will talk to 
Qutekcak  communities about the impacts of climate change and rising ocean temperatures on 
fishing practices. Our bike ride will start north from there, heading up towards Anchorage to 
speak with federal land managers, community organizers, and climate scientists at the 

https://brinewaves.com/2017/10/31/short-stories-about-a-long-bike-ride/
https://www.hcn.org/issues/49.19/activism-what-are-we-fighting-for
https://www.sltrib.com/opinion/commentary/2017/12/07/commentary-we-stand-with-bears-ears-and-grand-staircase-for-the-long-haul/
https://www.torreyhouse.org/single-post/2017/07/31/An-Invitation
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Seward,+AK+99664/Fairbanks,+AK/Prudhoe+Bay,+AK/@64.9125487,-158.2853299,5z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m20!4m19!1m5!1m1!1s0x56c79b6ef22affc5:0x5be160c236d211bf!2m2!1d-149.4422222!2d60.1041667!1m5!1m1!1s0x5132454f67fd65a9:0xb3d805e009fef73a!2m2!1d-147.7163888!2d64.8377778!1m5!1m1!1s0x5120759875720bb9:0x9b76efe3a7385345!2m2!1d-148.3384293!2d70.2556453!3e1?hl=en
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Seward,+AK+99664/Fairbanks,+AK/Prudhoe+Bay,+AK/@64.9125487,-158.2853299,5z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m20!4m19!1m5!1m1!1s0x56c79b6ef22affc5:0x5be160c236d211bf!2m2!1d-149.4422222!2d60.1041667!1m5!1m1!1s0x5132454f67fd65a9:0xb3d805e009fef73a!2m2!1d-147.7163888!2d64.8377778!1m5!1m1!1s0x5120759875720bb9:0x9b76efe3a7385345!2m2!1d-148.3384293!2d70.2556453!3e1?hl=en
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Seward,+AK+99664/Fairbanks,+AK/Prudhoe+Bay,+AK/@64.9125487,-158.2853299,5z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m20!4m19!1m5!1m1!1s0x56c79b6ef22affc5:0x5be160c236d211bf!2m2!1d-149.4422222!2d60.1041667!1m5!1m1!1s0x5132454f67fd65a9:0xb3d805e009fef73a!2m2!1d-147.7163888!2d64.8377778!1m5!1m1!1s0x5120759875720bb9:0x9b76efe3a7385345!2m2!1d-148.3384293!2d70.2556453!3e1?hl=en
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Seward,+AK+99664/Fairbanks,+AK/Prudhoe+Bay,+AK/@64.9125487,-158.2853299,5z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m20!4m19!1m5!1m1!1s0x56c79b6ef22affc5:0x5be160c236d211bf!2m2!1d-149.4422222!2d60.1041667!1m5!1m1!1s0x5132454f67fd65a9:0xb3d805e009fef73a!2m2!1d-147.7163888!2d64.8377778!1m5!1m1!1s0x5120759875720bb9:0x9b76efe3a7385345!2m2!1d-148.3384293!2d70.2556453!3e1?hl=en
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Seward,+AK+99664/Fairbanks,+AK/Prudhoe+Bay,+AK/@64.9125487,-158.2853299,5z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m20!4m19!1m5!1m1!1s0x56c79b6ef22affc5:0x5be160c236d211bf!2m2!1d-149.4422222!2d60.1041667!1m5!1m1!1s0x5132454f67fd65a9:0xb3d805e009fef73a!2m2!1d-147.7163888!2d64.8377778!1m5!1m1!1s0x5120759875720bb9:0x9b76efe3a7385345!2m2!1d-148.3384293!2d70.2556453!3e1?hl=en


University of Alaska Anchorage. From Anchorage we will continue north towards Denali and 
hear from folks working at the Park. Next we will reach Fairbanks where we will meet with 
scientists at the University of Alaska Fairbanks and employees at the Fish and Wildlife Service 
to hear about recent political conflict regarding the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. If financially 
and logistically feasible, we will fly to Arctic Village to interview indigenous people facing threats 
to their ancestral homelands from oil drilling and climate change. Leaving Fairbanks, we will 
cruise up the Dalton Highway to Prudhoe Bay. On this portion of the ride we will focus on 
exploring stories about the pipeline, BP oil industry, and Native communities dealing with sea 
level rise.  
 
All in all, the route is 1,001 miles from Seward to Prudhoe Bay. We anticipate the route taking 
us a little over three weeks because of the added time needed to interview locals along the way. 
We would begin the ride at the end of July completing the route some time near the end of 
August.  
 
The Budget: 

  

Because this scholarship is meant for one rider, we will seek out additional funding to make this 
partner project possible. We have a proven track record of fundraising for bike adventures. 
Brooke received full funding for her 1,500 mile ride around the Colorado Plateau from various 
sources, including grants, crowdfunding, and sponsorships, raising enough money to cover 
costs of herself and additional riders who joined. Both of us have all the touring gear we would 
need (with the additional gear provided through the scholarship). The budget proposed below is 
for two riders and based off of Brooke’s tour last year. Potential extra expenditures are so we 
can visit places to interview people.  
 
 

Item  Price  

Flight Portland to Anchorage roundtrip X2 $660.00 or miles  

Food X2 at $15.00 a day $750.00 

Lodging (hostels) while in Anchorage and 
Fairbanks (2 nights, 2 people)  

$132.00  

Camping backup fund (if we can’t find free 
places to sleep) 

$75.00 

Total: $1617.00 for two riders (subtract airline miles) 
OR $808.00 for one rider  

Potential extra expenditures   

Cost of Ferry from Valdez to Homer $95.00 



Cost of Bush Plane from Fairbanks to Arctic 
Village ($370 round trip per person) 

$740.00 

Cost of travel from airport to starting 
location/ending location of tour (Anchorage to 
Seward by bus) 

$130.00 

Total:  $965.00  

  
 
When do you plan to ride in Alaska? How long will the trip take? 

Our trip will take 3-4 weeks. We will allow for 4 weeks because the interview schedule tends to 
create some planning challenges. We plan to ride from mid-July to mid-August.  
  

Do you plan to ride with someone or solo? 

We will ride together. Other friends may join us for parts of the ride, and we plan to have Galen 
Knowles, a professional cinematographer and photographer with WZRD Media join us for part 
of the ride so that we can incorporate photography and video into our story telling. Galen is 
currently working on a film about public lands, with one segment on the Arctic National Wildlife 
Refuge. He will connect us with people he interviewed for the film, and our projects will support 
one another in telling the story of environmental challenges and opportunities in Alaska under a 
changing climate.  
  
Write us a story. Tell us about yourself, including school, work and life experiences that 

you think relate to this application: 

 
Brooke Larsen 

When I was five years old I rode my bike without training wheels for the first time. My dad ran 
behind me as I moved my little legs in circles as fast as I could. The hot pink bike was too big for 
me to place my feet firmly on the ground, so if I stopped pedaling, I risked toppling over. We 
looped the Grant Village Campground in Yellowstone National Park, surrounded by towering 
lodgepole pines and the bitter cold Yellowstone Lake glittering through campfire smoke as the 
sun set. 
 
I grew up in a family of cyclists. My uncle raced, my dad raced, my mom rides her trainer in the 
basement nearly every morning. The only thing that played on the TV in July was the Tour de 
France, and as a teenager I knew all the major contenders.  
 
I spent most of my childhood mountain biking our public lands across the West—from the 
slickrock trail in southern Utah to paths in view of the Tetons. Then when I was fourteen I awoke 
on Christmas morning to a Trek road bike next to the tree decorated in an eclectic mix of 
snowmen and snowwomen. A massive, poorly tied red bow hung from the drop handlebars. 
Small pink clipless pedals and a pink water bottle cage complimented the baby blue frame. Next 



to the bike were the clipless shoes. I took my new bike for a cruise right away, but when I 
returned to our front yard and pulled on my brakes, I forgot that I was clipped in. My body flailed 
to the ground, bike falling with me like a new limb onto the icy road.  
 
My dad got me the bike so I could race. However, I was kind of a nerd and preferred to spend 
my time after class editing the high school newspaper or planting trees at the nearby botanical 
garden and arboretum. Rather than racing, I bike commuted. I loved (and sometimes hated) the 
burn in my thighs as I pedaled up the steep hills in my hometown built on a fault line, some 
streets so steep signs warn of a 15% grade.  
 
While at Colorado College, I conducted field research around the American West with the State 
of the Rockies Project, interviewing people about land and water issues. This experience taught 
me how to find the best camp spots—my boss’s top priority—and manage logistics of a long trip 
on the road combined with the mental demands of interviewing people about contentious and 
emotionally challenging topics. I then discovered that the University of Utah Environmental 
Humanities Master’s Program would financially support me to ride my bike 1,500 miles, 
interview lots of people, and write about it, combining my passion for stories with my love of 
riding bikes. 
 
During the summer of 2017, I biked for 54 days across the remote, hot, and dry Colorado 
Plateau—the high desert of the American Southwest. I smelled the scents—from sage blowing 
in the wind to the putrid paint-thinner and rotten egg like fumes wafting from tailing ponds and 
natural gas flares. I felt the aridity in the layer of salt that coated my body after my sweat quickly 
evaporated. I felt each incline in my burning thighs and each descent in the tickle of hair that 
didn’t quite make it in my helmet. You can find more info about my bike tour and storytelling 
project here  and  here . 
 
 
Kailey Kornhauser 

The first time I rode my bike, I went four miles to the deli to get a sandwich. I wouldn’t say the 
ride was life changing, but the sandwich was pretty damn good. From there, I kind of forgot 
about bikes. In the suburbs of Chicago, the closest a teenager gets to a bike is yelling “is that 
you Lance Armstrong?” out the car window at old men in spandex. At 18 I moved West to Salt 
Lake City. Without a car or my parents, I turned to a junky old bike as my mode of transport to 
get to the grocery store. Once again I found myself biking four miles to get a sandwich.  
 
As the car-less years went on, my bike transformed from a simple mode of transportation to a 
part of my identity. I found myself strongly declaring “I don’t own a car, I get around on my bike” 
to any annoyed passerby. I saved whatever little money I made in graduate school and finally 
had enough to get the badass steel touring bike. From the moment I got a bike that was meant 
to go long miles on any type of terrain I was hooked on long distance touring. My first long ride 
was across the state of Iowa. Then I started taking my bike on long weekends up in the 
mountains to find my way across fire roads. From there, classic road tours. I still can’t get over 

https://brinewaves.com/2017/10/31/short-stories-about-a-long-bike-ride/
https://brinewaves.com/2017/10/31/short-stories-about-a-long-bike-ride/
https://www.layersexposed.org/
https://www.layersexposed.org/


how cool it is that we can power bikes across such great distances, all while chatting with 
friends as they roll along side.  
 
As far as the whole school/work thing goes, I started college at 18, now I’m 25 and I still go to 
college! I did my undergraduate degree at Westminster College in SLC, Utah where I studied 
western U.S. environmental history. From there I went straight on to a Masters of Science in 
Environmental Humanities at the University of Utah. While I was in my masters program I fell in 
love these groups called natural resource collaborations. These collaborations bring together 
people from diverse backgrounds (park rangers, county commissioners, private businesses, 
environmental non-profits ect.) to find common ground on the way we manage public lands and 
natural resources. I finished that degree last August, 2017 and the following month I started a 
PhD in Forest Ecosystems and Society at Oregon State University where I am continuing to 
study the natural resource collaborations as a way to create communities that can adapt as the 
climate changes.  
 
And one more thing about me: I’m kind of fat. I used to think that if I biked a lot I would get 
skinny, but now I bike a lot and I’m still kind of fat. Turns out, you don’t have to be skinny to bike 
far. You probably knew that already, but it took me longer to accept. I’m always secretly hoping 
that by being a fat female bike tourer, other fat women, or people who feel underrepresented in 
this community, will begin to feel like biking is accessible to them. If I can do it, really anyone 
can.  
 
How we met: 

We met pursuing our master’s degrees in the Environmental Humanities Program at the 
University of Utah where we quickly identified each other as “soul sisters.” Both of us lived on 
top of the same massive hill in Salt Lake City, so our first ride together was a slow sweaty crawl 
home from the bar. From there we hatched some hair brain ideas about touring in the desert. 
Brooke found a way to turn a bike tour into her master’s project, and Kailey was unemployed 
and needed free food so she went along. While we have ridden over a thousand miles of road 
together, that hill in Salt Lake is still the hardest.  
  
Why travel by bike? 

 
Well first there’s the simple fact that neither of us drive cars much. Kailey doesn’t have a car. 
Brooke hates driving and has gotten in more accidents and received more tickets than any 
twenty-five-year-old should have. During the second week of our bike tour last summer when a 
support vehicle joined us, the car broke down, further affirming for both of us that cars suck. As 
the tow truck found us on the remote highway to the PR Spring tar sands mine in eastern Utah, 
we joked that our SAG needed a SAG. Our favorite days of the bike tour were those we didn’t 
have a car, carrying everything we needed on our bikes, powering ourselves across a massive, 
remote landscape.  
 



As women, biking has also empowered us. Throughout history bikes have given women 
freedom and strength in the constant struggle to dismantle the patriarchy. When we ride, we feel 
freedom and power knowing that many strong women used bikes as tools of resistance before 
us. Bike touring over long distances is when we feel that power in the strongest way. 
  
We also love a good adventure. Both of us try to get out in wild and remote places to reconnect 
deeper with the environment and the people with whom we share raw experiences. Few 
feelings compare to that moment when you reach the summit after a long day of climbing, shift 
the gears, throw on a jacket, and begin a speedy cruise down with smiles so big we only keep 
our mouths shut to avoid swallowing bugs. We believe biking allows us to experience a 
landscape in a more intimate way, smelling its scents and feeling the contours of the land in our 
burning thighs.  
 
What excites us the most about riding in Alaska? 

We are in awe of the openness, remoteness, and wild nature of Alaska. We can’t wait to ride for 
long hours late into the bright night. Alaska is also a totally new challenge for both of us. On 
past tours in the desert, we worry about things like access to water and exposure to heat. This 
summer we will need to shift our focus to planning for long stretches without access to food 
resupplies, and unpredictable weather. We are so excited about the possibility of this huge 
logistical challenge. On top of that, Alaska is ground zero for impacts of environmental 
degradation and climate change in the United States. Our experience studying these topics and 
working in communities on the frontline of climate justice has led us to this next step on the 
open roads of Alaska. We feel prepared but also an exciting nervousness about the prospect of 
planning and carrying out a trip of this size in a place that feels so different than what we know.  
  
What methods of expression will allow us to share our experiences in Alaska? 

We will create a website similar to Layers Exposed where we can provide an overview about the 
trip and share stories from the road and the people we interview. With Layers Exposed, Brooke 
didn’t finish developing all the content until she returned from the trip because of logistical 
challenges with limited access to internet and electricity at times, the time constraints with 
combining biking and interviewing, and her desire to immerse herself as fully as possible in the 
experience. Thus, the website will likely not be completely finished until after the trip. However, 
during our adventure, we will post regularly on Instagram and Facebook when we have service. 
We will combine photography, silly GoPro videos, story sharing with quotes and photos from 
people we interview, and longer written reflections. We will also pitch stories to publications, 
which Brooke has experience doing.  
  

What else do we need to know or would you like to share? 

We have attached links to stories and videos that came out of our last big ride. Our goal is to 
continue writing short stories and books about biking and climate change. We also hope to 
create more GoPro “vlogs” during our rides because we think they are kind of funny.  
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